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Start Up and Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) represent 99% of all 

businesses in the EU. 

The term “green” as used in most business model frameworks up to recently have 

focused much on the environmental dimension (Brundtland 1983) of TO BE BM´s

and less on reconfiguring of AS IS BM and very little on the business perspective

(turnover – cost = earnings) - efficiency. 

There has also hardly been any focus on the Green Business Model construction

perspective – and if the Green Business Model can really become or measrured pure 

green, operative and actually value the business – both with monetary and non 

monetary values

Green Business Model Innovation 
research related to Nordic Start Ups 

and SME´s
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A Startup is according to EU standards an independent, business, which is younger 

than five years and is aimed at creating, improving and expanding a scalable, 

innovative, technology-enabled business models with high and rapid growth.

Our definition of a SME is also built on the basis of  EU Definitions 

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are defined in the EU recommendation 

2003/361

The definition of a Green Startup and SME is important for access to finance and EU 

support programmes targeted specifically Green Businesses and related 

Greenbusiness model – EU Taxonomy – Green Deal.

Startup´s and SME´s in Nordic Countries
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https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-
explained/index.php?title=File:Enterprises_with_fewer_than_250_persons_employed,_by_type_and_country,_2015.png

Startup´s and SME´s in Nordic Countries
- About 1.2 mio. Startup and SME´s



The term “green business model” as used in our framework and research focus on the environmental, 

sustainable and circular dimension combine with the business perspective (turnover – cost = 

earnings) efficency. Focus is on the Green Business Model construction perspective – so the output 

becomes operative Green Business Models that are environmentally and economically sustainable

through out their entire BM lifecycle.

Green Business Model Parameter 
Definition 4

Green Business Models 

Circular Business 
Models 

Sustainable Business 
Models 

Green Washing 

Material and ressource
(also water, energy, …)

Pollution
(also Co2 …)

Waste Biodiversity

Atmosfer, soil, water, 

Time
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Greening the Businesses and its Business Models must ensure that all businesses in the 

Business Value network share knowledge, define and understand the term green. They 

must know about the customer and users, networks wants, needs and demands of the 

GBM parameters:

How green is and should the material and resource be?

-How green is and should the waste be?

-How green is and should the pollution be?

-How green is and should the biodiversity be?

Business and its Business value network have different opportunities and possibilities to 

become green or greener related to BM reconfiguration, design and development. 

Business have different views, motivations and strategies for greening their businesses. 

It is vital to find out, where the business is motivated to begin and kick start the “greening 

BMI process”. 

GBM`s and parameters related to 
measuring Green Value Proposition
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BMI`s levels and GBMI

GBM innovation and development is in other words about communication, involvement, 

and deep commitment to continuous GBMI and development across business and BMES 

boundaries. It often involves many BMI levels and  all the business (TO BE BM´s) and 

(AS IS BM´s) as shown in figure 3.
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However, today nobody is really able to measure GBM parameters precisely related to BMES, 

Businesses and BM´s. 

Few technologies and frameworks are able to measure GBM´s and the manifold of claimed GBM´s 

- including investments in GBMI projects - if they are “green” – and really “green”. 

Few technologies and frameworks can yet precisely measure, if a BM have changed into being 

greener – and definitely not in real time. 

Most of todays technologies, green business model measurement frameworks and tools are only 

able to measure on behalf of estimates (LCA analysis software and standards) (Bjørklund 2002), 

(Polizzi 2016) and as ad hoc measurements (Greenkey certificates (Greenkey 2022), EU´s Green 

Taxonomies (EU Taxonomi 2021), circular and sustainable standards (Peroni 2017). 

In this context businesses and academia are challenged, as there is still no general acceptance on the 

term green – and what is a GBM. This challenges the 5G and Beyond technologies because no clear 

GBM standards makes it difficult to calibrate the technology to measure the GBM´s on a scale of 

Green.

The term green seems however to be used everywhere and further also to be much dynamic and 

changing continuously. Latest EU changed some previous “Black BM´s” into being GBM´s –

nuclear and gas energy BM´s - to be able to meet the climate goals of 2030 (Reuters 2022). 

Measuring GBM, Sustainable and 
Circular BM – status today.
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GBM´s are today mostly based on estimates and not on real data, which is very confusing for HR, 

organizational systems and the culture in businesses. 

Sustainability and Sustainable Business Models (SBM) (Bocken 2014, 2018) and circular business 

models (CBM) (Pieroni 2017) are much investigated today – but is also equally to GBM´s very 

challenging to measure – and definitely in realtime. 

GBM´s are still not defined and our hypotheses is that GBM´s are just a part of SBM´s and CBM´s 

as shown in figure beneath. 

Our hypothesis is that no business and no BM can yet be claimed pure green, pure sustainable and 

pure circular.  However out intension is to measure these with support of 5G and beyond 

technologies. 

Measuring GBM, Sustainable and 
Circular BM – status today.
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Few are therefore able to measure and verify “pure green” on all GBM´s dimensions, all 

GBMI levels (Lindgren 2021) and on the entire business value network (Allee 2015). 

There are a lack of precise measurement methods, standards, tools and advanced 

technologies that can enable businesses to transparently and with high security measure 

and visualize green parameters. 

However, there is hope for filling out this gap with 6G and beyond technologies in near 

future (Henrique 2021).

Upcoming 6G technologies will be able to measure down to millimetres and enable even 

nano measure technologies to support verification of green in real time. 

In this context the purpose of this presentation is to show and discuss how the term green 

related to BM´s is measured with existing technologies and to pin point where some of the 

challenges lays in other GBM Challenges. 

The focus is to begin to investigate more specifically how 5G and Beyond 

technologies(6G) can support measurement of GBM´s in the future 

Measuring GBM, Sustainable and 
Circular BM
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Kungshamns Fiskarna – Kungshamn, Sweden

Green Parameter Interest: Energy Consumption

• Focus area; Compressors, ice-machinery 
cooling houses and storage buildings

• Technical installations first phase

• Measuring Power Consumption and 
establishing dynamic management of power 
deliverý

• Temperatur monitoring and dynamic 
management of temperature

Kungshamns Fiskarna 

https://www.kungshamn.biz/Guleskaer/Gulesk
aer.html
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Kungshamn Fisk – Kungshamn, Sweden

Technologies: ReMoni Ressource monitoring 
system -

https://www.remoni.com/products2/product-
overview/
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Salling Auto Genbrug – Skive, Denmark

Green Parameter Interest: Waste, Materials 
and ressources

• Up-, Down and Recycling

• Technical challenges first phase

• Business Model Challenges first phase



Greenwalls 
Practical, theoretical and technical challenges

Challenge 1

Car plastic parts when a car is 
scrapped

It is difficult to know what are in the 
plastic parts

Therefore it is incinerated or sent to 
landfilled without being recycled or 
upcycled (resold, repurpose)

Challenge 2

Lack of production technology to 
upcycle or recycle – and scaleup

The C2C 
philosophy



Greenwall
Practical, theoretical and technical challenges

Challenge 4

Lack of manpower because labor 
cost is too high to recover the 
valuable parts of the car

Scraping and dumping is less costly 
and automated than recovering 
materials

Lack of Production Technologies 
that can treat the used cars gently 
through the demolishing process

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3__cghq
yOU
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Checkwatt, Gøteborg, Sweden

• Focus area; Energy Balancing, Virtual 
energypower system, IMD and Control systems

• Technical installations first phase

• Balanced Power supply

Green Parameter Interest: Materials and 
resources (Energy production and 
Consumption)

www.checkwatt.se
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Frontego, Nykøbing Mors, Denmark

• Focus area; Compressor and Paint systems

• Technical installations first phase

• Power Consumption and monitoring

• Green Power production

• Green Parameter Analysis and monitoring in 
the entire Business Value network 

Green Parameter Interest: Energy Consumption
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SMEMEK, Denmark

Smemek would like to use more recycle steel – to be more green - which

includes a variety of different steels from recycled steel products.

It is a big challenge to measure the quality and content of the actual steel

used in the balcony – and in real time. The steel supplier delivers steel due

to standards, but there can be very big difference in the steel quality and

content from one meter to another meter of the steel.

This causes challenge to get correct LCA measurements, as it can only

today be done on estimates and not for the individual part of the steel. It

also causes quality and cost challenge as the steel can later on turn into

having small spot in the surface that do not look nice in the final product

due to some “bad” steel is placed in the spot.

This causes extra work to amend the spot and extra cost for re-

galvanization and in worst case taking down the balcony repairing it,

galvanizing it and setting it up again. This result in extra production

processes and thereby increased used of material and resources, increased

waste, increased pollution hereunder C02. Therefore, Smemek is challenge

with using recycle steel and are looking for methods, technology e.g. that

can help them “clime” this Green Wall.
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Haderup Skov Service – Haderup, Denmark

• Focus area; Biodiversity, material and 
resources, Pollution (Co2) and Efficiency

• Protype - Technical installations first phase

• Definition on What is Biodiversity? 

• How can 5G and Beyond Technology support 
measuring Biodiversity?

Green Parameter Interest: Bio Diversity, 
material and ressources and Polution (Co2)
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Conclusion

5G and Beyond technologies seems to be able to open up for even more opportunities and

values to measuring GBM Parameters – more precisely and in real time.

This measurement can and will in the future be done for the entire Business Model Value

networks. Request from Users and Customers, Networks and other stakeholders – EU push

to this evolvement.

However we now have to innovate, test and develop technologies on both AS IS BM´s and

TO BE BM´s that actually can support measuring to help passing the different Greenwalls.

There is a large need for reconfiguring, designing and development of advanced product-,

service-, production and process technologies – this embedded with 5G and beyond

technologies.

However, a clear definition and standards on Green Business Models must be provided.
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Questions

Professor Multi Business Model and Technology Innovation

Peter Lindgren, PH.D. MA Business E39conomics E-mail:  
peterli@btech.au.dk

GreenMulti Business Model and Technology Innovation
–withHumansand/orThings?
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